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chairman’s letter
Growing Hope was founded out 
of a desire to bridge the gap 
between the limited resources 
of an overstretched NHS and the 
often impossible cost of private 
therapy. We believe that every 
child with additional needs, 
regardless of background or 
circumstance, should receive the 
care and support that they need 
to live life in all its fullness. 

Our vision is not only to see 
children flourish, but for families 
to grow relationally deeper 
through support groups for 
siblings, parents and carers. 
Most importantly, we long that 
all those who pass through 

Growing Hope 
King’s Cross 
would come 
to know the 
unconditional 
love of God 
through the 
care and 
support of 
our dedicated 
therapists. 

It has been 
a huge joy 
and honour 
to watch 

Growing Hope King’s Cross make 
a significant impact in the local 
community in its first year. In all, 
more than 120 individuals have 
benefited from our services, be 

that through the occupational 
therapy clinic, sibling support 
groups or parent and teacher 
training. We have helped 
children with physical, mental 
and emotional needs overcome 
everyday difficulties. In many 
instances we have provided 
services that would not have 
otherwise been available, and in 
some cases supported children 
to receive additional intervention 
and support.

I want say thank you for the 
generosity of those who have 
given their time, talents and 
money to make all this possible; 
we couldn’t do it without you. 
I hope that you will join me in 
praying for the years to come, 
for continued provision, for 
more people to pass through 
our doors, and for an abundance 
of hope for families living in 
Camden, Islington and beyond.

David Straiton, chair of trustees

Every child 
should receive 
the care they 
need to live life 
in all its fullness

“

”



14.4%
of pupils within the 

education system in 
the UK have special 
educational needs, 

according to the 
Department for 

Education1

17.9%
of the population of 
England and Wales 
has a disability that 

impacts their everyday 
life, according to the 
Office for National 

Statistics2

91%
of families of children 
with additional needs 

across Europe  
reported a cut  

in services in the  
three years prior  

to 20173
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trustees’ report
The board of trustees 
presents its report and 
audited financial statements 
for the year ending 31/12/18

Growing Hope King’s Cross 
was registered with the charity 
commission as a CIO on 13/12/17, 
charity number 1176251. The board of 
trustees launched with David Straiton, 
Naomi Graham, Pippa Bailey, Aaron 
Morris and Jon Carter on 29/10/17. 
Lauren Sibuns joined on 15/04/18. We 
have appointed no other trustees in 
the year 13/12/17 - 31/12/18.

Growing Hope King’s Cross is a 
charity committed to providing free 
therapy services to children and 
young people with additional needs 
and their families across Camden 
and Islington. We aim to provide a 
holistic service that considers all 
aspects of the lives of the children, 
young people and families we see. 
To reflect this, we aim to:

Growing hope for every child 
to reach their potential

Growing hope for every family 
to grow relationally deeper

Growing hope in Jesus

In our first year, we have met these 
aims by running an occupational 
therapy clinic (providing assessment 
and intervention), siblings’ groups, 
and teacher and parenting training, 
and by supporting children with 
additional needs to access church, in 

partnership with a local church, KXC.
For more detail on these activities, 

please see ‘Objectives’ (pg 6) and 
‘Outcomes’ (pgs 8-15), and visit 
growinghope.org.uk/about.

We are confident that Growing 
Hope King’s Cross has carried out 
its charitable objectives this year 
and has acted in the interests of the 
public benefit. We have referred to 
the Charity Commission’s guidance 
on reporting on public benefit when 
preparing this annual report.

Growing Hope King’s Cross 
provides treatment and support 
to children and families in need, 
regardless of income. These 
services are provided by staff and 
freelancers (registered healthcare 
professionals), with the help of 
volunteers where necessary, in 
accordance with charity policy and 
standards of good practice. 

We want to thank Sarah 
Guthrie, from the Growing Hope 
(umbrella charity) trustee board, 
for her support on the fundraising 
committee; Nathan Hosker and 
Emma Bird, our finance volunteers; 
and all the other volunteers who 
have supported us with courses and 
events throughout the year.

David Straiton, Naomi Graham, 
Pippa Bailey, Lauren Sibuns,  
Aaron Morris & Jon Carter

This year  
we have:
l Supported 
more than 
120 children, 
siblings, 
teachers and 
parents
l Seen 239 
individuals and 
organisations 
give financially 
to our work
l Raised 
£70,000 to 
grow hope 
in the lives 
of people in 
Camden and 
Islington

02/05/19
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objectives
These are the key aims we 
set ourselves in our first 
year, and how we met them

In accordance with its charity 
constitution, Growing Hope King’s 
Cross has sought to achieve the 
following aims and objectives in the 
year dated 13/12/17 - 31/12/18:
 
The advancement of health and 
wellbeing for the public benefit by 
the provision of a therapy clinic 
run in accordance with Christian 
principles for children and young 
people (0-18) with additional needs 
and their families living in the King’s 
Cross area. In particular, but not 
exclusively, by…

…registered healthcare 
professionals providing 
assessment, advice and 
intervention, and other 
services as the trustees see fit

…provision of sibling, parent 
and carer support groups and 
courses, and other services as 
the trustees see fit

…the advancement of the 
Christian faith through the 
opportunity to engage in 
conversation about faith and 
spiritual wellbeing and to 
receive prayer, and other  
such invitations as the trustees 
see fit

HOPE FOR CHILDREN TO REACH THEIR 
FULL POTENTIAL

HOPE FOR FAMILIES TO GROW 
RELATIONALLY DEEPER

HOPE IN JESUS

Ran a free occupational therapy clinic 
in the Action for Children Centre in 
King’s Cross, providing assessment, 
intervention and parent support.

Ran three siblings’ groups to support siblings 
of children with additional needs. Ran two 
Circle of Security parenting courses in 
partnership with Choices Islington charity.

Supported children with additional needs and their 
families to access ministry at church services, in 
partnership with a local church, KXC. Prayed for 
every family in clinic who accepted offer of prayer.



86%

of goals set during therapy 
intervention were achieved

children and young people 
seen for assessment  

and therapy

every child met at least 
two out of three goals

26
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hope for children
In our first year of running 
the clinic at the Action for 
Children Centre, we’ve met 
and helped many children

It has been an encouraging 
year in clinic and we are 
pleased to have assessed and 
provided therapy for 26 children. 
Assessments are made using  
a range of standardised and  
non-standardised measures. 
Therapy takes the form of six 
weekly sessions of 45 minutes 
each; the focus is on enabling 
the child and their parent to 
achieve their therapy goals. 

MEASURING CLINICAL SUCCESS
The Goal Attainment Scale  
(GAS) is an outcome measure 
that is commonly used within 
research to measure the 
effectiveness of therapeutic 
activities4 5. GAS goals are 
seen to be an appropriate 
and sensitive outcome 
measure for healthcare 
services.6 We used GAS to 
measure the effectiveness of 
occupational therapy input for 
children receiving one-to-one 
intervention. This goal-setting 
system enables the child and 
parent, in partnership with  
the therapist, to set three 
realistic goals that could be 
achieved over six weeks. A 

summary of the areas commonly 
worked on is found on page 9. 
Each goal is mapped into the 
GAS scoring system, which 
enables a therapist to measure 
the extent to which the child has 
achieved 
the level 
expected.

Goals set 
with families 
follow 
‘SMART’  
goal 
standards: 
Specific, 
Measurable, 
Achievable, 
Realistic and 
Timely. The goals are set with the 
aim that they can be achieved 
within six weeks of therapy 
intervention. Some examples of 
children’s goals are:

The service was 
readily available 
and made such 
a difference

“

”
To be able to sit at the table 
and participate in an adult 
led activity for 5 minutes.

To be able to put on a 
T-shirt with minimal verbal 

prompts from an adult.

To be able to use a Caring 
Cutlery knife and fork 

independently at home.

To be able to draw a circle, 
horizontal and vertical line, 
in preparation for writing.
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OUTCOMES
Every child reached at least 
two of their three therapy 
goals and 86 per cent of all 
therapy goals were met. 

Where goals weren’t met 
the primary reason was often 
that it was difficult for the 
parent to carry out activities 
with the child at home. One 
of the key values of Growing 
Hope King’s Cross is to 
empower parents as much as 
possible to understand and 
creatively incorporate their 
children’s therapy goals into 
the everyday. 

In addition to GAS 
goal measurements a 
questionnaire was given 
to parents in order to 
receive feedback. Parents 
have consistently rated 
therapy services highly 
and have commented on 
the professionalism and 
helpfulness of the provision:

 
“The service was outstanding 
and has helped so much.”
 
“Everything was amazing. My son 
really enjoyed his sessions and 
learned so much. It was amazing 
to watch and learn with him.”
 
“The most helpful aspect of the 
service was that it was readily 
available and I could see it made 
such a difference. I have asked 
the school for help for four years 
so it was a long wait.”

The trustees are satisfied that 
this demonstrates good clinical 
practice and effectiveness of the 
therapy intervention provided.

NUMBER OF GOALS set across the year in areas of everyday life for children.

Attention 
goal

Pre-writing 
goal

Writing  
goal

Eating  
goal

Dressing 
goal

Other gross 
motor goal

22 5 11 4 12 1



PHOENIX is three years old and was 
referred to Growing Hope King’s 
Cross because of his difficulties 
with attention and concentration. 
Phoenix loves to move around and 
this was having an impact on his 
ability to participate in everyday 
tasks such as eating, circle time at 
nursery and following instructions 
when he was out. On assessment, 
Phoenix was also found to have 
some delay in the development of 
his fine motor skills, particularly 
with regards to starting mark 
making (a prerequisite to writing). 
The goals we set were to be able 
to sit and participate in an activity 
for 5 minutes, to imitate a vertical 
line, horizontal line and circle, and 
to receive sensory input at least 
three times a day.

Phoenix attended a six-week 
block of occupational therapy with 
his mum. Phoenix’s parents took on 
board the therapist’s advice and 
practised activities with Phoenix 
outside sessions. In sessions we 
enabled Phoenix to participate 
in movement activities (which 
are regulating and aid attention), 
interchanged with table-top 
activities. Phoenix particularly 
enjoyed using the swing and 
playing with theraputty, which  
is resistive and helps develop  
hand strength.

Phoenix was able to achieve the 
expected level of performance 
at the end of his intervention. 
He also achieved much more 
than expected with his writing 
skills. Phoenix was able to make 
improvements in three aspects of 
his everyday life that have had a 
significantly positive impact on his 
participation and wellbeing. He is 
now able to participate in meals, 
table-top activities and circle 
times, and is on track with his  
pre-writing skills and his ability 
falls in line with his peers.
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hope for families
We believe that the families 
of children with additional 
needs require support and 
care too

SIBLINGS’ GROUP
Our siblings’ groups were run by 
Naomi Graham (occupational 
therapist) and Jess Bond 
(children’s counsellor) in two 
schools on three occasions 
during the year. Each group was 
held during the school day and 
six to eight children were seen in 
two sessions across a period of 
seven weeks. 

The group aims to enable 
children to explore and share 
some of their experiences and 
feelings of being a sibling of 
a child with additional needs. 
The group uses puppet, art and 
movement activities to help 
children think through scenarios 
and relay their own experiences. 
Through speaking about, writing 
or drawing their experiences, 
siblings have the opportunity 
to process their emotions and 
connect with others who have 
had similar experiences.

As the siblings’ group was a 
counselling-based group it was 
difficult to use GAS to measure 
outcomes. As an alternative 
a questionnaire was used to 
measure the effectiveness of the 
group (see table, right). 

QUESTION RESPONSE
What did you like best 
about the group?

Siblings reported 
that they enjoyed 
snack time, regulation 
activities, and drawing 
and writing about  
their feelings.

What did you do in  
the group?

The siblings reported 
that they played  
games, met monkey 
and giraffe (puppet 
characters who play 
a brother and a child 
with additional needs), 
and thought and wrote 
about their feelings.

Would you like to 
have done anything 
different?

Siblings generally 
reported they wouldn’t 
do anything different, 
some asked for more 
specific information 
about autism.

What worries did  
you think about in  
the group?

The siblings were able 
to identify the range 
of emotions that they 
discussed and thought 
about over the course 
of the group including 
feeling happy, sad, 
embarrassed, anxious, 
angry and cross.

Is there anything else 
you want to tell us 
about the group?

“That it was awesome!”

How did you find  
it overall? (1-10  
Likert scale)

Average response: 9
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We have seen lots of children benefit from the 
siblings’ group. After a few weeks’ of sessions, 
one child was able to share about a time that 
everyone had pointed and laughed at her and 
her brother (who has additional needs) in the 
playground, and how she’d felt embarrassed 
and sad. This demonstrates the value of the 
opportunity to process her feelings, which she 
may not otherwise have had the chance to do.

The trustees are pleased with 
the effectiveness of this group 
and the positive impact that it 
appears to be having on siblings. 
The group enables children to 
feel safe and process feelings 
about their home lives. 

The clinicians found that 
in some cases children had 
complex needs that could not 
be fully met within a group 
setting, in these cases it was 
recommended the school 
followed up with one-to-one 
counselling or other support.

CIRCLE OF SECURITY  
PARENTING COURSE
We ran this course twice over the 
year in partnership with Choices 
Islington. Circle of Security is 
an evidence-based parenting 
course that is based on 
attachment research. It involves 
a course videos and facilitated 
therapeutic discussion. We 
were able to run this course as 
Naomi Graham (lead therapist 
and clinic manager, Growing 
Hope King’s Cross) and Sophie 
Guthrie-Kummar (CEO, Choices 
Islington) are trained facilitators.

As this is a therapeutic course 
it is difficult to measure its 
success with GAS. Instead, we 
explored its results through a 
questionnaire, which included a 
Likert scale. This scale tended 

to show that parents increased 
in their confidence in meeting 
their child’s emotional needs. 
The most helpful responses were 
within the qualitative feedback: 

“I was able to speak and not be 
judged. I am able to use the skills 
I have learned and put them into 
practice. This was a fantastic 
course, I would recommend it.”
 
“This was an amazing course. 
I have never experienced 
learnt such a helpful way to 
communicate with my children 
outside of what I was taught. 
Thank you for all that you 
guys do! I have a whole new 
understanding of parenting!”



BEA attended clinic with her 
mum Sherry. Accessing Growing 
Hope King’s Cross came at just 
the right time for Bea. Sherry 
had experienced a frustrating 
few years waiting for an official 
autism diagnosis and waiting 
for therapy support; she was 
relieved when the family was able 
to receive help through Growing 
Hope. Through occupational 
therapy intervention Bea was 
able to improve her attention 
and self-regulation, the speed 
of her dressing and her ability 
to sleep through the night. Bea 
has now been seen by a wider 
health professional team and has 
received an autism diagnosis. This 
has been really helpful for both 
Sherry and Bea: Bea now feels 
able to talk about autism in order 
to explain to her peers why she 
can find some things difficult.
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Parent groups have given 
parents the opportunity to 
connect with each other and 
share their experience of 
parenting a child with additional 
needs. In one of the Circle of 
Security groups, a mum started 
to cry with relief as she spoke 
about the acceptance and level 
of understanding that she felt 
she was experiencing.

PRACTICAL 
TRAINING ON 
ATTENTION AND 
CONCENTRATION
Over the year, we 
ran four parent 
training and four 
teacher training 
sessions in schools 
in Islington and 
as part of a 
SENDCO training 
programme. 
Seventy-three 

parents and 
teachers received 
occupational 
therapy training 
that enabled 
them to more readily understand 
sensory processing and how 
to put strategies in place that 
enable improved attention for 
the children they support.

Feedback for the training was 
good and participants reported 

how helpful it was, giving 
strategies they could take away. 
People scored it 5/5 for content, 
material and presentation. 

The trustees are pleased 
with the impact 
of training as it 
equips parents 
and carers to 
help the children 
they care for 
reach their fullest 
potential.

“Naomi was great, 
the course went 
at a pace that 
suited the group 
and was positively 
interactive.”

“The course 
showed us a lot 
of strategies for 

how to deal with and improve 
children’s development.”

“The presenter’s knowledge was 
great. She was also extremely 
friendly and approachable. 
Fantastic!”

Thank you for 
all that you 
do. I have a 
whole new 
understanding 
of parenting

“

”
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hope in jesus
Our Christian faith 
underpins our values and 
practices at Growing Hope 
King’s Cross

As Growing Hope King’s Cross  
we believe that Jesus brings 
hope into everyone’s lives, that 
God has created every individual 
fearfully and wonderfully and 
that they are of value to him. 
Our Christian values have 
underpinned the work that  
we have done both in clinic  
and in schools over the  
past year.

We welcome all individuals  
to clinic whatever their faith  
or background. Each week,  
within therapy sessions, we  
offer to pray for people if this  
is something they would like  
to do. Some families have 
refused the offer of prayer but 
many have accepted it. Across 
the past year we have had 
conversations with families  
who have asked questions  
about faith and the hope that 
Jesus can bring. We’ve also  
been able to pray for families 
along the therapy journey  
and this appears to have  
helped families to stay hopeful 
and confident.

It has been a privilege to  
be able to extend the hope  
that Jesus can bring to the 

families who have come to clinic. 
On one occasion one mum broke 
down in tears because she felt 
that she had the opportunity  
to share and ask for support 
around the things that she  
was finding 
difficult as  
part of the  
offer to pray.

I praise you 
because I am 
fearfully and 
wonderfully 
made

“

”Psalm 139:14



parents trained across 
three schools

73

parents helped in  
parenting groups

12

siblings seen in  
siblings’ groups

17
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We started measuring 
demographics part  
way through the year  
so we can demonstrate 
who we’re impacting to 
grant providers 

Currently 96 per cent of the 
children, siblings, parents  
and teachers who were seen 
in the past year have been 
from the Islington borough. 
All the families receiving  
one-to-one therapy input live  
in Islington. 

The clinic has expanded 
through connections with 
parents attending KXC 
(partnership church) and 
local schools their children 
attend. At present the 
majority of these schools  
are in Islington, however  
word continues to spread  
and we hope to be able to 
reach children in Camden in 
the future. 

demographics

81% female
19% male

GENDER

ETHNICITY

50% white

19% Asian

19% mixed

12% black

Below
  

£10
,0

00
£10

,0
01 -

 

£20,0
00

£20,0
01 -

 

£30,0
00

Above
 

£40,0
00

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

31% 13% 19% 25%

Pr
efe

r n
ot  

to
 sa

y

12%

The above infographics are based on information provided by 16 parents.

BENEFITS
19% receive 
no benefits

50% receive 
multiple 
benefits

31% receive 
one benefit
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volunteers
Volunteers have played 
a big part in supporting 
the work of Growing Hope 
King’s Cross over the year

We have seen 28 volunteers 
support Growing Hope King’s 
Cross. The trustees recognise 
that we would not be able to 
provide our services without the  
help and support of volunteers. 
We would like to say a big  
thank you to each and every 
individual who has supported 
Growing Hope King’s Cross in  
the past year.

FINANCE VOLUNTEERS
We have two finance volunteers 
who support the day-to-day 
processing of the finances.  
This includes Nathan Hosker,  
who manages QuickBooks  
on a monthly basis, runs  
payroll and updates it  
according to our expenses. 
Emma Bird is part of the  
finance team and processes  
our Gift Aid returns on a 
voluntary basis.
 
SUNDAY VOLUNTEERS
We have a team of six whom 
Naomi Graham, the lead 
therapist and clinic manager,  
has trained to support children 
and young people with additional 
needs to participate in church  

on a Sunday. These volunteers 
are a part of the children’s 
ministry teams at Sunday 
services and provide one-to-one 
support as required for children 
with additional needs. Naomi has  
also trained the entire children’s 
ministry team (around 30 
volunteers) so that each 
children’s group provides  
content in an accessible way,  
for example, using a visual 
schedule, being equipped with 
sensory toys or running an 
interactive story time.
 
ONE-OFF VOLUNTEERS
Twenty one-off volunteers have 
helped with a variety of projects, 
including cleaning the Action 
for Children’s Centre where the 
clinic is held and helping with our 
charity ball and auction.

PROCEDURE
All volunteers who have direct 
contact with children have 
provided two references and 
completed a DBS check in  
order to work with children and 
young people. 
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risk management
The trustee’s take risk 
management seriously and 
have identified the following 
risks and put in place 
mitigations to prevent them

RISK MITIGATION
Financial risk l Three months’ finances kept in reserves. 

l Hold monthly fundraising meetings. 
l Send regular financial updates to the 
Growing Hope umbrella charity.

Maintaining appropriate 
policy and procedures

l Ensure all staff and volunteers act in 
accordance with guidance and policy from 
Growing Hope (umbrella charity).

IT security and data 
protection

l Encrypted clinic software (Canopy).
l Data mapping in order to ensure  
GDPR compliance.
l All computers are password protected.
l All reports and appointment letters sent 
to families are password protected.

Safeguarding l All trustees have an up-to-date DBS.
l Safeguarding policy is in place.
l Safeguarding concerns are always 
reported in a timely manner.

Health and safety l Procedures and protocols of the Action 
For Children Centre are followed. 
l Public liability insurance is in place.
l Moving and handling policy in place
l Day-to-day risk assessments are carried 
out by staff working in clinic.

Compromising Christian 
identity and values

l Continue to keep “Hope in Jesus”  
as core to the charity’s messaging.
l As an occupational requirement, all 
employees and regular volunteers have  
a Christian faith.
l Regularly offer prayer within each one-
to-one session.
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financial review
The trustees present an 
overview of the charity’s 
finances for the period  
13/12/17 - 31/12/18

We are reporting on a period 
that is slightly longer than  
a year (13/12/17 - 31/12/18), 
beginning on the date when 
Growing Hope King’s Cross 
received its CIO status and 
ending with its official end of 
year. This is due to the charity  
starting towards the end of  
the 2016-17 year. The accounting 
starts 10/1/18 when the first 
deposit was made into the 
charity’s bank account. 

Growing Hope King’s Cross 
currently runs with one 
unrestricted fund and does  
not have any restricted funds. 

Funds left in reserve at the  
end of the financial period: 
£16,312. 

We received an income  
of £69,781

l £20,000 from grants
l £26,185 from one-off gifts and 
fundraisers
l £9,011 from regular monthly givers
l £5,000 from KXC
l £3,351 from Gift Aid
l £6,234 from events

We had an expenditure  
of £53,469

l £39,076 on salary and pension
l £5,797 on fundraising
l £2,716 on clinic space rent
l £5,879 on clinic running costs 
(excluding rent)
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This is in line with what would 
be expected at the end of our 
financial year and is enough 
funding to continue to run the 
charity for eight months. This 
figure was as expected after 
receiving a large grant; grants 
help to make up our annual 
income where regular giving 
does not cover monthly costs.

The trustees are confident 
that there is going concern to 
continue the charity for the  
year ahead. 

MANAGEMENT OF  
FINANCIAL RISK 
We aim to hold at least three 
months’ of the net monthly 
deficit of £2,600 in reserve.  
In November 2018 we did not 
have this in reserves. This was 
largely for two reasons: we  
had not run a fundraiser 
since March, though we were 
anticipating income from one  
in December; and we were 
awaiting a decision regarding 
a grant from Cloudesley but 
the decision-making meeting 
was moved from October to 
November. 

Although based on positive 
previous conversations we  
were reasonably confident  
we would receive the grant,  
we made a contingency plan 
that if our reserves were not 

restored by December, the lead 
therapist and clinic manager 
would reduce her clinic hours  
by a day a week in order to 
reduce costs.

Thanks to income from our 
December fundraiser and from 
Cloudesley, at the end of the 
year we were in a much stronger 
position. We ended the year in a 
healthy financial position having 
received a £10,000 grant from 
the Cloudesley trust. 

Our primary financial aim 
going forward into the New Year 
was to increase regular giving, 
with a particular push at our 
charity ball in March 2019. 

The financial statements have 
been prepared in accordance 
with the accounting policies 
set out in notes to the accounts 
and comply with the charity’s 
governing document, the 
Charities Act 2011 and Accounting 
and Reporting by Charities: 
Statement of Recommended 
Practice applicable to charities 
preparing their accounts in 
accordance with FRS 102.



My son really 
enjoyed his 

sessions and 
learned so 

much. It was 
amazing to 
watch and  

learn with him

“

”
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fundraising
This year 239 individuals 
and organisations gave a 
total of £70,000 to grow 
hope in the lives of people 
in Camden and Islington

A fundraising committee 
consisting of David Straiton, 
Naomi Graham, Lauren Sibuns 
and Sarah Guthrie (a trustee 
for the Growing Hope umbrella 
charity) meets monthly. The 
committee focuses on applying 
for grant funding, thanking 
regular givers and continuing 
to create opportunities for 
individuals to give regularly.  
We are working on increasing 
our financial sustainability to 
move towards funding 100 per 
cent of our outgoings through 
monthly giving; at the close  
of 2018 we had a shortfall of  
£2,600 a month.

We held two major fundraising 
events in the year: a ball and 
auction to mark the launch of 
the charity in March 2018, and 
a Christmas fair in December 
2018. Small voluntary fundraising 
events such as a sponsored 
half marathon (pictured above) 
throughout the year proved to 
be successful opportunities for 
individuals to give to the charity.

We would like to say a 
huge thank you to the Grant 
Foundation and Cloudesley, 

WHERE OUR MONEY CAME FROM

17% regular giving

30% one-off  
donations

16% events

37% grants

who generously gave grants 
towards our work this year. 
We also received gifts from 
Ark Coworking and Waitrose 
Community Matters scheme,  
for which we are grateful.
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structure, governance
& management

King’s Cross trustees were 
appointed in conversation  
with KXC and charity founder 
Naomi Graham, following 
partnership agreement from 
Growing Hope (umbrella). 

As a CIO, if Growing Hope 
King’s Cross is wound up,  
the members of the CIO have  
no liability to contribute to 
its assets and no personal 
responsibility for settling  
its debts and liabilities. The 
trustees also hold Trustee 
Indemnity insurance of  
£100,000 for Executive 
Risks. Insurance is provided 
via Growing Hope umbrella 
charity (CaSE combined policy 
013633/03/19).

EMPLOYEES
Naomi is the only paid  
member of the Growing Hope 
King’s Cross trustee board  
and is not party to decisions 
regarding her salary or 
employment. Naomi’s initial 
employment was approved  
by the trustee board. She  
is both an employee and a 
trustee as her place as charity 
founder makes her central to 
shaping our vision, and her  
role running the clinic makes  
her the best informed member  
of the board. 

Growing Hope King’s Cross 
is a registered charity in 
England and Wales, and is 
run in accordance with its 
charity constitution

GOVERNANCE & PARTNERSHIPS
Growing Hope King’s Cross is 
a CIO that runs in partnership 
with Growing Hope (umbrella 
charity). It is Growing Hope’s  
first clinic and launched at the 
same time as Growing Hope. 
Growing Hope King’s Cross 
receives governance, policy, 
insurance, clinical supervision 
and training from the umbrella.  
It provides financial reports  
to the umbrella and, with  
parental consent, shares stories 
from clinic.

Growing Hope King’s Cross 
also partners closely with  
its local partnership church,  
KXC, where the lead therapist 
and clinic manager Naomi 
Graham is part of the staff  
team. KXC provides pastoral 
care for Naomi.

TRUSTEES
Growing Hope King’s Cross 

trustees are members of the  
CIO and appointed by a 
resolution at trustee meetings. 
The inaugural Growing Hope 
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ROLES & SUB-COMMITTEES
The trustees take the following 
roles: David Straiton, chairman; 
Naomi Graham, lead therapist 
and clinic manager; Pippa Bailey, 
design and communications; 
Lauren Sibuns, networking 
and fundraising; Aaron Morris, 
finance; Jon Carter, KXC 
ordinand. Growing Hope King’s 
Cross has two sub-committees: 
a fundraising committee, as 
detailed on page 23, and a 
finance committee, which 

Growing Hope,  
umbrella charity

Finance volunteer
Freelance childrens’ 

counsellor
Church accessibility 

volunteers

Clinic manager & 
lead therapist

Growing Hope  
King’s Cross

Trustee board

Support with governance, 
insurance, policy, training 
and clinical supervision

consists of Aaron Morris and 
two finance volunteers. Further 
temporary ad-hoc committees 
have been created to run 
fundraising events.
 
CLINIC MANAGEMENT
The Growing Hope King’s Cross 
clinic has been run by Naomi 
Graham in her role as lead 
occupational therapist and clinic 
manager. She is responsible for 
the training of and support for 
freelance staff and volunteers.
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the year ahead
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We’ve loved seeing the 
charity grow and reach 
children and families in its 
first year, and we have big 
vision for those to come

The Growing Hope King’s Cross 
trustees are pleased with the 
success of the first year of 
the charity and are excited to 
continue and build upon it in  
the year ahead. A key aim of  
the trustees is to increase regular 
giving in order that further 
therapists can be employed  
and more families can be 
reached through the work of 
the charity. We are planning 
to expand the fundraising 
committee to include volunteers 
to help the charity grow. 

For the next year we have set 
ourselves these goals…

FUNDRAISING
Increase regular giving to further  
financial sustainability

SERVICES
Employ more therapists to 
diversify healthcare provision

EXPANSION
Support the umbrella charity in 
setting up new local clinics

CONNECTIONS
Continue to build relationships 
with churches and NHS services

CHURCH
See more families that come 
through clinic attending church
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Reference and Administrative Details

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

Trustees: David Straiton (Chair) appointed 13 December 2017
Naomi Graham appointed 13 December 2017
Jon Carter appointed 13 December 2017
Pippa Bailey appointed 13 December 2017
Aaron Morris appointed 13 December 2017
Lauren Sibuns appointed 15 April 2018

Key Management Personnel:

Registered Principal office: KXC Offices
237 Pentonville Road
London
N1 9NG

Company number: CE012721

Charity number: 1176251

Bankers: NatWest
135 Bishopsgate
London
EC2M 3UR

Independent examiner: Heather Rayner FCA

Naomi Graham (Lead Occupational Therapist & Clinic
Manager)
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Independent Examiner's Report to the Trustees

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

Responsibilities and basis of report

Independent Examiner's Statement

Signed

Heather Rayner FCA

31 Freston Gardens
Barnet
Herts
EN4 9XL

29 April 2019

I have no concerns and have come across no other matters in connection with the examination to
which attention should be drawn in this report in order to enable a proper understanding of the
accounts to be reached.

I report to the charity trustees on my examination of the accounts of the charity for the period 13
December 2017 to 31 December 2018 which are set out on pages 29-36

As the charity’s trustees of the CIO you are responsible for the preparation of the accounts in
accordance with the requirements of the Charities Act 2011 (‘the Act’). I report in respect of my
examination of the charity’s accounts carried out under section 145 of the Act and in carrying out
my examination I have followed all the applicable Directions given by the Charity Commission under
section 145(5)(b) of the Act.

I have completed my examination. I confirm that no material matters have come to my attention in
connection with the examination giving me cause to believe that in any material respect:

1. acounting records were not kept in respect of the charity as required by Section 130 of the
Act; or
2. the accounts do not accord with those records.
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Statement of Financial Activities

Incorporating an Income and Expenditure Account
For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

Unrestricted Restricted Total
Note Funds Funds 2018

£ £ £

Income from:

Donations 2 63,547 - 63,547

Event income 3 6,234 - 6,234

Total 69,781 - 69,781

Expenditure on:

Raising funds 4 5,797 - 5,797

Charitable activities 5 & 6 47,671 - 47,671

Total 53,469 - 53,469

Fund balances at 1st January 2018 12 - - -

Fund balances at 31st December 2018 12 16,312 - 16,312

The notes on pages 31 to 36 form part of the financial statements.

All gains and losses arising in the year have been included in the Statement of Financial Activities.
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Balance Sheet

as at 31st December 2018

Note 2018
£

Fixed Assets
Tangible assets 10 634

Current Assets
Cash at bank and in hand 19,371

19,371

Creditors: Amounts falling due
within one year 11 (3,693)

Net Current Assets 15,678

Total Net Assets 16,312

Funds
Unrestricted funds 12 16,312
Restricted funds 12 -

16,312

The notes on pages 31 to 36 form part of the financial statements.

The financial statements were approved by the Board of Trustees and authorised for issue on 29
April 2019 and signed on their behalf by:

………………………………………
David Straiton
(Chair)

Registered Company Number: 1176251

The accounts have been prepared in accordance with FRS 102.
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

1 Accounting Policies

Incorporation

Basis of Preparation

Income

Expenditure

The financial statements are prepared in sterling, which is the functional currency of the
company. Monetary amounts in these financial statements are rounded to the nearest
pound.

The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention.

The principal accounting policies adopted in the preparation of the financial statements are
set out below.

Going Concern Basis
The trustees have assessed whether the use of going concern basis is appropriate and
have considered possible events or conditions that might cast significant doubt on the
ability of the charitable to continue as a going concern. The trustees have made this
assessment for a period of at least one year from the date of approval of these financial
statements. In particular, the trustees have considered the charity's forecasts and
projections and have taken account of pressure on income. After making enquiries, the
trustees have concluded that there is a reasonable expectation that the charitable
company has adequate resources to continue in operations existence for the foreseeable
future. The charitable therefore continues to adopt the going concern basis in preparing
financial statements.

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Financial Reporting
Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102), published on 16 July
2014. The Charity is a public benefit entity for the purposes of FRS 102 and therefore the
charity also prepared its financial statements in accordance with the Statement of
Recommended Practice applicable to charities preparing their accounts in accordance with
the Financial Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (FRS 102
Charities SORP) and the Charities Act 2011.

Income is recognised in the period which it was receivable.

Expenditure is allocated directly to the expenditure headings as far as practically possible
to reflect the activities of the charity. Support costs have been allocated to the activities
based on employee time spent on that activity.

Also included is the estimated value of Gifts in kind and goods or services donated to the
charity where the amounts are material, readily quantifiable and measurable. Such
estimates are based on the market price the charity would otherwise have paid.

Growing Hope King’s Cross was registered in England and Wales with the Charity
Commission as a CIO Foundation on 13 December 2017. These financial statements are
for the period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018.

Direct charitable expenditure comprises all expenditure relating to the activities carried out

to achieve the objectives.
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

1 Accounting Policies (continued)

Expenditure (continued)

Fund accounting

The full details are given in note 12.

Cash and Cash Equivalents

Debtors and creditors

Tangible Fixed Assets and Depreciation

Computer and Office Equipment 4 Years straight line
Clinic Equipment 4 Years straight line

Pension

Critical accounting estimates and areas of judgement

Expenditure is included in the Statement of Financial Activities on an accruals basis,
inclusive of any VAT which cannot be recovered. Expenditure is recognised once there is a
legal or constructive obligation to transfer economic benefit to a third party, it is probable
that a transfer of economic benefits will be required in settlement and the amount of the
obligation can be measured reliably.

The annual depreciation charge for property, plant and equipment is sensitive to change in
useful economic life and residual values of assets. These are reassessed annually.

In the view of the trustees in applying the accounting policies adopted, no other
judgements were required that have a significant effect on the amounts recognised in the
financial statements nor do any estimates or assumptions made carry a significant risk of
material adjustment in the next financial year.

Restricted funds are subject to restrictions imposed by the donor. These are accounted for
separately from unrestricted funds. There were no movements on restricted funds in the
period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018.

Unrestricted funds are those which are not subject to restrictions, and any surpluses may
be applied in furtherance of any of the charity's objectives.

Cash and cash equivalents include cash at banks and in hand and short term deposits with
a maturity date of three months or less.

Debtors and creditors receivable or payable within one year of the reporting date are
carried at their at transaction price. Debtors and creditors that are receivable or payable in
more than one year and not subject to a market rate of interest are measured at the
present value of the expected future receipts or payment discounted at a market rate of
interest.

Tangible fixed assets costing less than £500 are not capitalised and are written off in the
year of purchase. Depreciation is provided so as to write off the cost of the fixed assets
over their estimated useful lives. A full years depreciation is charged in the year of
purchase. Depreciation is charged at the following annual rates:

The charity operates a defined contribution stakeholder pension scheme. The assets of the
scheme are held separately from the charity. The pension cost in the period was £1,632.
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

2 Donations

Period to to 31 December 2018 Unrestricted Restricted
funds funds
2018 2018 2018

£ £ £

Regular giving 14,011 - 14,011
One-off donations 26,185 - 26,185
Gift Aid Income 3,351 - 3,351
Grants 2a 20,000 - 20,000

63,547 - 63,547

2a Grants Unrestricted Restricted Total
2018 2018 2018

Period to to 31 December 2018 £ £ £
The Grant Foundation 10,000 - 10,000
The Richard Cloudesley Trust 10,000 - 10,000

20,000 - 20,000

3 Fundraising income Unrestricted Restricted Total
2018 2018 2018

Period to to 31 December 2018 £ £ £

Event income 6,234 - 6,234

6,234 - 6,234

4 Cost of Raising Funds Unrestricted Restricted Total
2018 2018 2018

Period to to 31 December 2018 £ £ £

Direct Costs 5,797 - 5,797

5,797 - 5,797

Total
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

5 Analysis of Charitable Expenditure by type
Staff Direct Support

Period to to 31 December 2018 costs costs costs Total
2018 2018 2018 2018

£ £ £ £

Clinic expenditure 39,076 3,295 211 42,582

39,076 3,295 211 42,582

6 Support Costs Total
2018

£
Advertising 245
Computer costs 232
One-off costs 1,126
Subscriptions 7
Insurance 49
Legal & Professional fees 691
Printing, Postage and Stationery 24
Rent 2,716
Depreciation charge 211

5,301

7 Staff costs 2018
£

Wages and salaries 32,639
Social security costs 3,445
Pension costs 1,632
Freelance staff 1,360

39,076

Number

Average number of employees during the period 1

No employee was paid at the rate of more than £60,000 in the year.

Key Management Personnel

Key management personnel include the Trustees who are unpaid in their roles as trustees, with
the exception of the lead occupational therapist & clinic manager who is remunerated in respect
of clinic services. The total employee benefits, including pension costs and employers national
insurance contributions of the charity's key management personnel were £37,716. One
employee was considered to be key management personnel during the period.
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

8 Operating surplus 2018
£

Operating deficit/surplus is stated after charging:
Depreciation of tangible fixed assets 211

211

9 Trustees and related parties

Reimbursements of travel and other expenses: 2018
£

Naomi Graham (Trustee) 1,091

Heather Graham (Family member of trustee) 312
1,403

Donations 2018
£

Aaron Morris (Trustee) 900

David Straiton (Trustee) 3,730

Ewan Graham (Family member of trustee) 2,250

Heather Graham (Family member of trustee) 100

Jon Carter (Trustee) 100

Pippa Bailey (Trustee) 60

Steph Bailey (Family member of trustee) 500

7,640

10 Fixed Assets
All fixed assets are held for use by the charity. Computer

and Office
Equipment

Cost £ £
At 13 December 2017 - -
Additions 845 845

At 31 December 2018 845 845

Depreciation
At 13 December 2017 - -
Charge for the period 211 211

At 31 December 2018 211 211

Net Book Value
At 31 December 2018 634 634

At 13 December 2017 - -

At the period end, there were no amounts due to trustees or related parties.

During the period there were donations received from trustees as well as trustees expenses
reimbursed as shown below:

Total
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Growing Hope King's Cross
Notes to the Financial Statements

For the year period 13 December 2017 to 31 December 2018

11 Creditors: Amounts falling due within one year 2018
£

Payroll liabilities 3,693

3,693

12 Statement of Funds Funds at Transfer Funds at
13 Dec 2017 Income Expenditure of funds 31 Dec 2018

£ £ £ £ £

Unrestricted funds - 69,781 53,469 - 16,312

Restricted Funds - - - - -

Total Funds - 69,781 53,469 - 16,312

13 Analysis of Net Assets between Funds

Period to to 31 December 2018
Unrestricted Restricted

funds funds
2018 2018 2018

£ £ £
Fixed assets 634 - 634
Current assets 19,371 - 19,371
Current liabilities (3,693) - (3,693)

Total Funds 16,312 - 16,312

Total
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